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We were the fourth house
to be built-
out on Vista View.
To tappings of nail-guns
and echoed classic-rock on
one-o-four point-one, The Eagle,
my brother and I spent those 
first summer months combing
our surrounding new acre.
Commissioned by Mom
to track down and transplant
jagged desert rocks, found hiding
in the shadow of parched sage,
woven in the shoots of bunchgrass,
and littered along the tumbleweed’s trail.
We went to work, out on that acre.
Hauling our five-gallon Ace-bucket,
we’d set it central in each square area
and, one-by-one, uproot any rocks
big enough to dent or stall
the swish blades on our push-mower,
while Mom edged out her garden
with our findings.
By the end of that summer
the acre surrounding
our house on Vista View
sat flat and rockless.
The weeds had been mowed
tight as mere dust 
and settled atop 
the windswept desert floor.
So when the long-fall 
rains came
water gathered in stagnant 
muddy pools-
out on our acre-
where mallard ducks 
would light before the dawn light  and settle
never to ripple the puddle again 
until cast-off    into  flight.
Then one morning, 
early before school,
Mom woke us up
and had us put on 
our winter bibs
and jackets, 
and rushed us out the door
to greet the chilly morning air,
to get to know it’s gray sky-drizzles,
and to have us splash about 
our endless acre of puddles- 
scattering  ducks 
like the worries we need not have 
as children
nor as brothers.
For, we do not live 
out on Vista View anymore,





Steam pushes from coffee
levers and whirligigs in my
stomach and ears, momentum
thumping, whirring around
around. I hear you
shift, cough, settle.
I pour and let it settle.
The coffee
needs creamer so I stir. You 
are still in bed when I replace my
toothbrush above your sink, swirl water around
around the coffee pot, cleaning it for a moment,
steam and drip staccato tangos bridging moments.
You’re usually still sleeping when I leave, settled
in bed. I claim moving around 
your kitchen, around morning habits and coffee
with stealth and no sound. But my
pants zipper up, bedroom door shuts. You
don’t notice when I leave, but maybe when you reach across 
your
bed for me. I like – I need coffee moments
bridged in steam, temporary connections my
schedule doesn’t allow. Maybe I’ll settle
accounts, start making coffee
elsewhere, at home, maybe. Around
there, I can preset the coffee maker to start around
my alarm. I would be the only one in my bed and you
would be the same. I don’t think you drink coffee
when I’m not here. There are moments
I think you’d like to, but then you settle
back, sigh and sleep again. My
inclination is to trace my
lips on your cheek, around
your mouth, and settle
against your
neck. I know you sleep through these moments
bridging you to me to coffee,
you and coffee connecting. I won’t leave. 
I’ll settle here. My day can wait for me to replace my toothbrush
and coffee around, around the drain, downwards momentum.
English Air
By Amanda Marzoff
The smoke curled 
around him, billowing.
Stroking his almond hair
he looked at the evening sky.
He held his pipe with
prestige, thinking himself
Sherlock.  His soiled 
sweater half tucked, with
the newspaper upon his lap.
He puffed again, 
then winked 
behind the smoke





Mr. Merry Andrew, herbal tea
you come in all tangs and flavors, such as
Bergamot and Pouching
coloring the world and his wife golden, Oolong, and Dragon-
well green!
Osmanthus blue, other times white,
sometimes black,
crimson, even
inspiring us to drop a line into the owl light, and rhapsodize
about the melodious, and grandiose
it is you, my dear Tea
waltzing with me into a brown study
encouraging burning the midnight oil away.
Your leaves, sun-struck and dried
season our souls, spice up our lives
splashing our spirits with charming strawberries and blueberry 
skies
empurpling our cups, tinged with licorice
rose-hips, camomile, hibiscus
perfumed with Mentha Piperita and bliss
My dear, you’re an absolute peach!
warming hands when Old Man Winter
blows his cold breath this way
the best to wet one’s whistles,
with an aroma of chai and rose
fragrances of cinnamon, pekoe orange
resting upon the lips
Whiskey is not the water of life anymore
It is Tea, and Tea alone!
Well-Wishing
By Ilene Propp
I ache with a life that has never belonged to me
a home with a hearth,
fresh laundry, and Irish linen
Egyptian cotton sheets, and
lace-white curtains.
The following year,
my home has a hearth,
inside it lies
the finest linen,
Egyptian cotton sheets on
a queen-sized mattress, and
lovely lace-white curtains
in my kitchen.
But I ache with a life that has never belonged to me
a home with a morning room,
and a boudoir big enough for three.
So the following year,
I build these things
my home has a morning room,
perfect for afternoon tea
and a boudoir as vast and wide as the sea.
But I ache with a life that has never belonged to me,




Holographs of shadowed chemistry
thrust through an amber sunset as
the dawn of the night before
bursts through the stars
Vegetation singing lullaby and
hands beginning to hold
fill the carbon existence with
the last moments of life
 With love, the only thing
they know, the earth falls
landing in a moment of time
that will never make history.
A Shade of Measurement
By Ellen Kuehl
The time is black and
words are faded on
the blank piece of paper
you never set a pen on
The hours turn grey and
your soul embarks the dawn,
twisting around the
corners that encompass your
heart’s wrong
Muted feelings awaken as
you use invisible ink to
cloud the violet stirrings of
the present continuity
The depths of the ultramarine 
laying in encephalon 
But it’s just a shade of your life 
(In this moment of time).
Beginning October
By Kelton Enich
A low sun gives breath 
to clothes on the line.
I should fold them now,
but the trousers look nice
with the legs rolled up.
Autumn spreads





a thick mess of solstice air
perches behind Mt. Jumbo,
preparing to sweep 
across my lawn at midnight.
Cottonwood fluff twists
in the air and lands
on the hem of a dress.
Deep purple sky and a pinpoint of sun
dangle in the distance.
I can taste the coolness on my tongue,
like holding river rocks 
  in my mouth,
like fresh spray
  from the garden hose,
like cold winter lace 





breathe out the polar bear. 
I am standing on the rock and you—
float up to the moon,
a rocket’s hip away.
II.
I whisper at the small frogs,
whimpering cubs dig sharp teeth 
into raw tendons.
Meet me in the air above
the rocks,
the hips.
Look over the cliff and see the zebra leap.
Crushing the striped body
upon landing. 
III.
Trace the arch of my foot with yours. 
Wade in the water up to your shoulders. 
Hide the ink that marks your body.
Smear it with wet palms
and thick fingers. 
Striped inked skin turns the beast. 
Black drops turn to spots. 
Cheetahs leap across clavicles and chasms,
water melding protoplasm.
IV.
When you don’t touch me I can feel the weight of your body. 
arroyo 
You hold my wrist, place my hand over your eyes. 
Blocking out the dark misshapes of ostriches 
flying across the borealis. 
The polar bear recedes into my lungs. 
To Ernest Hemingway
By Brendan Jordan
That night I imagine you cradled
your shotgun like the body of 
a killed ferret.
It was soft in your hands, so
terrifyingly still and deep—
so deep you couldn’t find the 
bulled lodged like a heart
in the barrel (looking so much 
like a prison)
Your scalp peeled like a fruit-husk.
The red fruit of your brain burst
seeds of withered stories across
a white wall that looked more
like an old, yellowed canvas.
Stories lay on the floor beside
your up-turned boot-toes—they
fell like dropped nickels into the 
gutter of your now-gone memory; they
echoed hollowly like the mouthless sighs 
of leaf shells too old to drink sunlight.
I don’t know if you smiled 
or cried at the lifted latch
of the trigger. 
You felt the door of your life
open. 
You felt prose burst out like blood, all 
too watered down to catch, and hold,
but so rich in color you couldn’t 
help but think of the bricks
in the long-ago Paris walkways. 
And I haven’t gotten yet to
the moment just before, that second
so filled with your longing
to translate the weight of the barrel into
the truest sentence you knew, 
into the declaration of a pain that would 
vanish only 
if you hunched over the typewriter and bled.
Thermoluminescence
By Brendan Jordan
The sun collects in blueglass bolts—
the photons freeze in jars
like comets nighttime plucked and hid
past purple alder boughs,
I burn them all. I chuck the wood
around the gleaming heap
of spilled-out marbles, worn or chipped—
you left them when you left
and now they spark, spit up their dregs
to vanish in the dark
recalling holes you punched in lids
where fireflies leaked out.
I pour the coals to death. My steps
retreat beyond the road.
Above the dirt and branches, years
erase themselves like smoke. 
Small Talks
By Austin McClure
I.   I told my ex-girlfriend I had a dream she told me she was 
four months pregnant. She told me she had the same dream. 
I bought a milkshake; it was vanilla, and offered to buy some-
thing for her. She took three or four sips of mine and I drove 
her home.
II.   A woman at the grocery store told me to have a nice day. 
III.   A new friend and I drove the borders of town late one 
night, discussing oddities of our lives the past few years. She 
told me her pillow held my scent and I asked her if her boy-
friend had contacted her over the weekend.
IV.   My mom told me it is easier to leave things behind the 
younger you are.
V.   I joined my coworker on her smoke break, although I do 
not normally smoke, and had a cigarette myself. She asked me 
what I was doing. I told her it had been a rough week. She asked 
what was going on and I told her I was eighteen.
This Poem Will Contain
Six Stanzas of Five Lines
Each
By Emily Ward
This poem will be pretentious.
The overall lack of punctuation
and unnecessary inclusion of foreign
words shall prove the author’s superiority.
This poem will be abstract.
The author will describe a lily pad.
And that lily pad, of course,
represents women’s suffrage.
This poem will begin with a quote.
Something from The Bell Jar.
Something to let the reader know
that this poem is deep and powerful.
This poem will be specific. 
The author will have used Google
to conduct extensive research 
on “the anatomy of the human ear.”
This poem will contain imagery.
Sensory details will gallop 
into the reader’s mind 
from the crinkled, yellow, lavender-scented page.
This poem will have a title.
It will consist of an adjective and a noun.
Any adjective. Any noun.
Heavy Cantaloupe.
In Defense of Teddy 
Bears
By Casey Charles
The icons of our youth will wait,
dusty, silent, and forgotten.
They have accepted their fate:
to lie forlorn and misbegotten.
No matter where they’re lost,
they will never forget us.
No matter where they’re tossed,
they will never blame us.
People are filled with selfish goo,
unlike their impossible cotton,
made to soak up tears from me and you,
to help us forget a world gone rotten.
They’re made to accept our selfish love.




I catch a flock of songbirds flying behind a net of lilac bushes, riding a wave of air I can’t see. How do they ripple as a group?
 Past the bushes, stalks of grass and a creek sit a row of 
three crusted elms. The surviving treetops, splayed like wire 
brushes, are stippled grey with birds. Bouncing, pecking, the 
limbs are covered in tweeters and I remember when, as a child, 
I broke nest eggs. Found them in a bush and crushed them un-
derfoot.
 The trees before me chitter like rumba shakers. I want to 
apologize for my blasphemy upon their brethren. I step closer 
and a pebble under my heal scrapes against the sidewalk; its 
sound pierces the air. 
 Like the uproar of a wind across a thousand sheets of 
paper, the air suddenly warps around the trees. A mesh of tiny 
flapping parts erupts into a tremendous flutter, pluming  over 
my head.
 There is no recognizable leader. Each bird is a segment 
of the total fabric of the flock. Their personal space stretches 
and constricts across the carpet of feathers, but wings never 
touch, like a school of fish, or a hive of bees. Even like a tree, 
when it gets battered by puffs of wind, punching divots in its 
fluffy contours. What is the trunk of the flock? How do they 
unify? When one dies, do the rest of them feel it?
 And then they are gone, over the horizon of trees. I 
strain but only glimpse a wave, like a roll of smoke, flow over a 
house in the distance.
Depressed Goats
By John Curraco
Stepping out of the van coming from the Super Eight Hotel, the cold sea breeze hits you in the face the followed shotley 
by the smell of the Pacific Ocean. Cali’s own personal welcome. 
My
teammates head off in two different directions. One small group 
goes with the coach to try to figure out where to pay for parking 
spot. The rest stand at the van stretching. We overshoot Venice 
Beach by about a half mile, anywhere else this would have been 
a easy walk but not in LA. LA seems to go on forever, city after 
city interconnected, the walk over to Venice Beach was no dif-
ferent.
 Looking to your right when on the beach, you can see 
the city and behind the city you can see mountains. Yes moun-
tains on the beach. I took a picture of this and sent it to my 
mom. The left side is not as cool because you could only see the 
city going on forever.
 We strolled down the beach, we arrived at Venice Beach. 
The first thing you notice is that Venice Beach is straight out 
of a acid trip from the 60s and 70s, Locals just never left that 
time period and happy as hell that they stayed. On both sides of 
the walk you see shops/stands of random trinkets what people 
are selling. Henna tattoo shops to real tattoo shops; from sand 
paintings to acrylic paintings. People trying to start their rap 
careers by selling self-produced CDs the the public. There is
also a plethora of restaurants. Some are sit down and others are 
pick up. It was almost noon and we want some food and drinks.
Sidewalk Cafe & Bar is right on the walk and as advertised it 
has a bar. After just a few seconds of debate we decide to have 
lunch. We were seated quickly and i ran off into the into the 
restroom to change into my new swimsuit. I come back to the 
table and order a margarita with some fish and chips.
 While we wait, for our food my teammates and I talk 
about the first few days of our break in Missoula. After talking 
for a while I started to people watch and there were some inter-
esting people on the beach.
 One of the things Venice beach is known for is the lo-
cal characters who show to the beach to entertain the tourists. 
Most of them look like they come from all the way out in left 
field but they all look like they are having a good time, so who 
am I to judge. When we were sitting down for lunch we casu-
ally heard a piano being played. At first I thought it was just the 
music from the restaurant. It could have been because I was a 
few margaritas in but I didn’t think much of it. I didn’t realize 
that it was coming from outside until one of the freshmen said, 
“That guy playing the piano really good.” I turned around and 
look outside of the restaurant. Outside was an older man his 
mid 60s to mid 70s, tan as leather playing very difficult classical 
music. The thing that was most amazing was that he would go 
from song to song without stopping. Not for a drink of water in 
the hot sun, not to say thank you when someone tipped him.
 Another character on the beach was an older man who 
rode a skateboard and would act like he was falling, but at the 
last second he would save himself and move along. The funniest 
thing about this gentleman was that he wore every type of safety 
equipment on you could think of, he had a helmet, knee pads, 
elbow pads, and gloves. He would swing around an area mess-
ing with everyone he could. I watched him from a distance tried 
this one of my teammates.
 When we were full of good food and a few adult bever-
ages, we headed out to the beach for some classic fun in the sun. 
One of our teammate brought his University of Arizona football 
and about four or five of us started to play catch on the beach 
while sipping on drinks. Now I was determined to swim in the 
ocean. The thing they don’t tell you in school about the Pacific 
Ocean is that is not as warm.
 Actually, “not warm” would be a grand understatement 
it was freezing. When I finally decided to go for a dip I got up to 
knee level before I started shivering. Again it could have been 
the drink or me just not thinking thoroughly but I dove head 
first in the freezing water. As fast as I dove in i just out and ran
towards our designated area only to that I forgot to bring a 
towel. I should have listened to Towelie.
Everyone who goes to LA wants to meet someone famous. It 
doesn’t matter who, as long as you get a picture a hug or a hand-
shake to make your day. One of my “goals” before embarking on 
this trip was to meet someone famous, didn’t care who it was (I 
was hoping I would run into George Clooney) I just wanted a 
pic, and/or hug or a handshake. After taking a dip in the water 
I needed to warm up. So I started to play catch again. When I 
was going deep for a catch I noticed doing a photoshoot. I took 
this a my opportunity to meet someone famous. I topped off my 
“coke” and one of my teammates and I head over in the direc-
tion of the photoshoot, not knowing who was over there.
 I hung out for a little trying to catch her name. Finally 
I look at her Q-cards and saw that he name was Abby Wilson. 
I walked back over to my bag and wiped out the e old smart-
phone and googled her name. The first hit was “Abby Wilson 
girls gone wild.” Upon reading that, I was determined to meet
her and get a picture with her. Nothing would stop me on my 
newfound quest.
 My teammate and I went back over the photoshoot and 
waited for a break in the action. I know what you’re thinking. 
Two guys standing watching a girl working on a photoshoot: 
creepy right? Not really; she works for girls gone wild, so I don’t 
care. In the end I got my picture, hug, and handshake with
Abby Wilson. Then it was to Malibu.
The Bike Route
By Morganne Armstrong
This is a place you’ve always known, river flats and roads you’ve always recognized from plane windows. It’s a town 
you’ve left many times and will always return to. The bike path 
from your house to town is a smooth seven-mile trek. It’s never 
been repaved since it was created. You’ve learned what potholes 
to avoid, what hills to get speed on beforehand, what dogs will 
jump their fences in fearless, fruitless pursuit.
 The deep ravine that houses a wrecked 1972 Buick. Its’ 
body is rusted shut and filled with moss and branches. You used 
to believe that the driver’s body was still in the front seat, that 
the whole area was haunted. After your family moved in, your 
mother had recurring dreams of driving her car off the cliff and 
she, your brother and you, held hands and prayed before hitting 
the water below, grey and hard as concrete.
 The first slope houses the lethal rottweilers. You taunted 
them when you were young, running breathless, feet popping at 
the sound of their growling, their nails clicking on the road.
 The expat multi-million mansion clinging to the cliff-
side with stilts. It’s a creation of two oncologists who want their 
roof to reflect the river’s waves. It’s taken years to build, giving 
you a place to climb into on summer nights, to smoke packs of 
construction worker’s cigarettes, to watch the river, to see sunset 
illuminate red hues in a self-conscious boy’s hair; the place 
where he got the nerve to ask if he could kiss you.
 The dirt pull-out where the river splits, where there’s 
always a car waiting to be towed, where neighborhood kids 
come to smoke pot and talk about their exes. This is where you 
pictured your oldest, closest friend calling you, leaving you that 
hysterical message saying she hoped you’d die. You two never 
talked again.
 The hill where your dad and you watched a SUV lose 
control and ram into a sedan. You should wear a helmet, but the 
air rushes past you recklessly and tangles your hair.
 The old hippie commune where a man went from cabin 
to cabin in dead winter and shot as many people as he could. 
You like to sneak into a different cabin every summer and take 
something: a thin t-shirt, a yellow suitcase, a glass bottle of 
ketchup.
 The campground where your father tightened your life-
vest straps and pushed his red boat into the water, where you 
found scraps of Playboy magazines teenagers had used to fuel 
their campfires the night before, where, after a heated encoun-
ter with an ex-boyfriend’s older brother, you told him his spirit 
animal was a goat.
 The twin brothers, the Cheeks, who had buck-teeth and 
played Dungeons and Dragons in high school now have shiny 
BMW motorcycles parked outside. Their younger twin sisters 
have become beautiful, coveted girls, who arrive home late, tak-
ing the back-trail to their window.
 The once densely wooded lot, albeit, densely wooded 
with Alaska’s most pitiful tree, the black spruce, is now a pre-
made cabin dealer. The only change the owners have made that 
your family appreciates is buying the old KFC chicken bucket 
and planting it in the middle of the lot. Your family’s 2008 
Christmas photo was taken around it.
 This road is called Ludecker; it does a swampy loop 
around the Tanana riverbank. There was a beautiful native girl 
named Lessa whose huge family lived here. You watched the 
Yukon Quest with them in 2000, and you girls sat in the snow 
and sucked on pastel marshmallows. She was shy growing up, 
but always gave you a gift at Christmas. She grew up tall and 
beautiful and lives in L.A. now.
 A girl named Frankie lived here. You spent your six-
teenth birthday with her and two other girls. Your house was 
empty, so you girls smoked pot and made a cake there; ended 
up eating the batter, stealing your dad’s beer and biking to 
Frankie’s. You sat on her family’s dock with your toes in the wa-
ter, your beers hiding in tall grass. You hadn’t seen your parents 
in a month because your dad was in a hospital three-hundred 
miles away, but you had a great birthday. Frankie lives in Port-
land now, where she paints old-fashioned dolls and sells them 
on eBay.
 The yellow barn house where you practiced soccer every 
summer. It wasn’t an ideal field, stuck between the road and a 
pond where a VW bug crashed one winter, mixing water with 
gasoline. Soccer balls would surface from it slick, shining like 
fish scales.
 Another pond, with delicate lily-pads and a busted-up 
trailer where Caitlin Mosely lived. You were on the cover of the 
Daily News-Miner together in 1998 and afterward she became a 
punk and moved into a group home.
 The dog-yard of Lance Mackey, who’s won both the Idi-
tarod and Yukon Quest four times. The scrawny pack yips at the 
sound of your pedal strokes, and his wife flirts with high school 
boys who come into their feed store.
 Grebe Street, where you saw a car engulfed in flames 
from the back of a pick-up. You and some girls were headed to 
a party, lying on your backs in truck bed when the smoke trail 
started, heavy black air that sank into your chests. Ash fell in 
your eyes and you sat up and saw an old sedan broiling, rubber 
melting into four tar pits. Firemen and cops swarmed the street 
and they momentarily didn’t mind that you kids were out past 
curfew.
 The abandoned school bus where the strawberry-blonde 
football player sat next to you in a rotting brown seat and asked 
politely if he could kiss you.
 The curve where your father drunkenly tried to pass 
five cars at once. The tractor that hit him belongs to M&M, the 
company across the street.
 The Boat Shop, the yard filled with shiny, nameless 
boats. In the apartment upstairs, a quiet boy with olive skin and 
drunk parents heats with the oven in winter.
 Your childhood best friend’s house. She lives in Anchor-
age now, with a boyfriend named Bradford. She swallowed two 
bottles of her father’s pills when you two were fifteen and was 
sent away to Post Falls, Idaho, for rehab. When she came back 
she said you had changed and she didn’t like who you’d become.
 The house of the boy who would only make-out with 
you in his little brother’s room. When he found out his high-
school girlfriend cheated on him he drove from Fairbanks to 
Bozeman to make her cry and then drove home.
 The girl you went to Honduras with and hardly talked 
to. She was named after a certain cut of diamond.
 The house that was never completed, where the religious 
girl you did gymnastics with lived. She had a great smile and 
oily skin. She went on exchange to France in college, fell in love, 
and her mother jokes she may never come back.
 The Baptist Church where you voted every year with 
your mom. Their sign always says they are praying for some 
family in Fairbanks.
 The rich man’s unnecessary pond house. You see him 
walk a schnauzer in the morning, hand full of bread crumbs, 
watching the pond expectantly.
 The trailer your first crush lived in, Robert Stugart. He 
had a blonde bowl-cut and both ears pierced. He would tease 
you on the bus ride home, but eventually pull your long hair 
over the seat so he could thread his fingers delicately through 
your curls. He had a beautiful older sister who worked at Burger 
King and a younger brother named Kenny. One of them set the 
trailer on fire last summer, and the charred remains decay by 
the riverbank. Robert hasn’t been seen for years.
 The field where you set free the butterfly you raised 
from a chrysalis. Your mother took a photo of you holding it 
on your finger timidly, you with your gapped teeth and striped 
tank top, stroking the velvet wings as lightly as you could.
Sweeping Sidwalks
By Nicole Jarrett
All his work seemed to be pointless.  He would sweep the curb 
alongside the road into a pile of dirt the color of smoke, and 
the wind would blow it back, lacing itself into the fabric of 
his shoes.  Over and over again I watched him sweep, until it 
seemed he collected all of the dirt from the passing cars into the 
very soles of his shoes.
 The sun seemed relentless as it gazed down while sitting 
on the crest of the Mission Mountains.  The Hummingbird 
Toys & Treats shop opened their doors and hung every dream 
catcher and kite in the store, outside on the sidewalk.  The wind 
danced with the pink, blue, yellow and orange plastic, sending 
the ribbons of the kites to tangle together.  Blue caressing yellow 
and pink embracing orange, a fisherman’s knot never to come 
undone.  The Montana Rug Co. hung the black and sand rugs in 
a row outside their front door.  The owner’s dog was resting in 
the shade behind one with the outline of a hunter in the center.
 The man crossed the parking lot and began to sweep the 
other section of the curb facing the road.
 I have passed through Arlee a number of times on my 
way up to the lake and back.  It has never seemed to catch much 
of my attention except that it is the half an hour mark back 
into Missoula.  A mark where the Salish were moved from the 
Bitterroot Valley, designated a “conditional reservation”, to the 
Jocko a few miles north of my half an hour mark.   
 My Granddad bought a new windsock a couple of years 
ago and hung it at the end of his dock.  He said it was to keep 
away the squirrels.  The old one he replaced was a rainbow and 
there was ribbon on the end, one for each color.  We used to 
jump off the end of the dock and try to grab one of the ribbons.  
Our wet hands would slide down the slender plastic leaving 
small fragments of thread between our fingers.  Then the other 
one of us would squat down still on the dock and say which 
color was grabbed, opening our palms, the color was clarified.
 I watched the man walk around back as he delivered 
the dirt from the dustpan into the dumpster, then he came back 
and started sweeping again. 
 My sister and I once sat out by the lake as the sun re-
leased its last grip on the Mission Mountains to free-fall until 
the next morning.  We sat crossed legged facing each other with 
a Bible splayed open between us.   The wood of the dock was 
still warm from the day. We shared the same sun freckles kissed 
upon the bridge of our noses.  We discussed the attributes of 
being humble as the gnats hatched over the water and if we 
stopped talking, we could hear them creating a unified hum 
that breathed with the swell of the waves continuously reaching 
for the shoreline.  Then we looked in James 1 for the answers.  
We were told to see 1 Peter 5:5 which also quotes Proverbs 3:34.  
The footnote there said to see James 1.  We concluded humble-
ness is daily practice. 
 Every morning as I drive down the hill, I ask that the 
purpose of my life would be found in humble offering.  The pas-
ture on the corner has had the same white horse with the grey 
marks down the right leg for almost nine months.  Every morn-
ing he stands with all his weight on his front legs and nibbles on 
the fence post by the aspen tree.  I have tried stopping to feed 
him my apple core before, but he does not recognize me and the 
moment I reach out my hand, he retreats as if I offered him his 
own front foot.
 Arlee has no reason to remember me.  No reason to rec-
ognize my brown eyes and button nose.  No reason to converse 
with me and liberally speak of the plans for next year’s Fourth 
of July celebration.  I know everything on Arlee’s main road.  I 
know every store and every stoplight.  I recognize the bowl-
ing ally and church that share the same lot on the right side of 
the road.  But I have never walked Arlee’s soil or tasted their 
drinking water.  I have never petted the owner’s dog, nor have I 
offered Arlee anything but money for my gas and licorice.     
 The man placed his broom on the ground and picked 
up a small hand brush.  He swept up the remains of what the 
broom had left behind into the dustpan.  Down the street the 
kite ribbons continued to swell with the wind, beating their 
frayed edges, fighting each other for which one was able to 
reach toward the horizon, the elegant tangle, ceaseless. 
Broken Bottles
By Sam Brown
To be honest, I never thought about marrying her until we were walking through that alley behind the old VFW.  We 
liked alleys. They were the private highways for rejects like us. 
She had a Virginia Slim dangling from her mouth when she 
turned around and asked for a light. I had quit smoking just 
a couple weeks ago, after she picked me up from my last go-
around at Rocky Mountain, but still had my zippo on me. We 
came out in this run down spot by the tracks.  It was muddy, 
the tracks almost buried in some spots. We kicked around there 
for a while. 
 Balanced on a rail, Kathleen asked, “So, you get a job 
yet?”
 “Yeah. Carpentry for this new shop on Main. No idea 
what’s going in there, but they don’t ask for much in the way of 
style”
 “That’s good, because you’re a piss poor carpenter” she 
said and laughed and fell back into me so I could catch her. I 
realized she didn’t know I wanted to marry her.
 I fell in love when I still made records and they still 
didn’t sell. BMG bought the rights to a song and I would get to 
hear it on the radio played by some shithead from Nashville. 
We were both married at the time; me to a meth addict and her 
to an abusive former state all-star. Neither of them loved John 
Prine though, so they had to go. I was sitting on my perch at 
this hole in the wall, alternating between bourbons and getting 
stoned in the alley. She was waiting tables and we got to talk-
ing after the doors closed on everyone but us. We were drunk 
enough to make a pact to leave our spouses for each other. I 
showed up the next day with my bags and my guitar and ended 
up not seeing her again for two years. Still the best promise I 
ever made. 
 We got back onto the streets by the old depot and found 
a good bench. I sat down and she fell into me. We laughed. 
It’s been weeks since we did that.   “God this feels good,” she 
said, muffled on my shirt. I said “What the hell are you talking 
about?” smiling, of course.
 “You know damn well, you jackass.” she looked me in 
the eyes. This was her way of saying I love you. So I guess I’ve 
never truly known if she does or not. One night, before my 
second rehab, we were on my lawn and she said, “You know, I 
really don’t know what to say when I’m around you.”
I asked her why and she said, “Well, you make a living making 
words say the right thing, but words for me never mean every-
thing I’m trying to say.”
 I guess that answers my question.
 She got up from the bench and grabbed both my hands, 
pulled me up, pulled me close. We were inches apart and kissed 
lightly. Counting that, we had kissed three times and slept to-
gether once in the five years we’ve known each other. The kisses 
were little life affirming moments. The second one was before 
third rehab, the first that first night. The sleeping together was 
an alcohol enabled accident that we joke about, always meant to 
repeat, but never did. 
 We were on clouds walking down the street. “I don’t 
know if I ever want anything to change” she said, “I know 
it’s been hard the last couple a weeks, and I sure as hell don’t 
want to be a waitress anymore. But oh well. There are worse 
things.” 
 “What will you do for work?”
 “There’s an opening at that flowershop that I’m asking 
about tomorrow. I could do that all day and not get tired and 
not get pissed at customers or silverware or the cook.”
 It sounded nice. Carpentry is uneven but with flowers 
every day I could just work on the house. It was a shitty double-
wide in a quiet part of town. I could make it a real house for 
her. But there was that letter buried deep in my jacket, and the 
record deal in that, that said otherwise. 
 We wandered into a grocery store and got us a cheap 
bottle of wine. “We’re regular hobos now!” said Kathleen to the 
street. I took a swig and groped through my pockets. She knew 
what I was looking for and revealed a fresh pack of camels in 
her pocket. “You never help me quit anything.” I said. In fact, 
just a month ago she locked me out of my own house while she 
flushed my drugs. I lit up and lit one for her too. We didn’t need 
to say anything as we finished the wine in a new alley. It took us 
about an hour, but I was tipsy enough that my whole sense of 
time was off. That might have been a contributing factor to me 
saying, “So Kathleen, what would you say we are?” 
 She groaned and stood up. “Jesus Fucking Christ,” she 
said, walking away. 
 I followed, saying “Wait, what’s your problem now?”
 “It’s not my problem, it’s yours: you’re are an idiot drunk 
and you always have been”
 “I’m just looking for something to stand on.” I said.
 She turned around, staring me down, “That’s the fuck-
ing point, Ken, there is something to stand on, you just can’t see 
it because you need your damn words.” She stormed across the 
street and turned down the sidewalk. I ran too, tripped, real-
ized I was a drunk idiot, but kept going. The last time we had 
this argument after we slept together, after she got back from 
two years living in California. There  was some broken glass 
involved and a relapse for me. I haven’t broached the subject 
since. I just shouted, stood my ground and said, “Hey listen! I’ve 
been wanting to tell this to you all night.” She stopped.
 “I got a letter from Joe in Memphis. Its a two record deal 
for a small label. I want you to come with me.”
 She turned, her whole face confused. “What?”
 “It’s not much, but I would be doing things again. I 
could really quit. We could live on the road.”
 She looked down and at me again. “I don’t want to 
live on the road anymore, Ken. I want to live somewhere that 
doesn’t move”
 “Then you don’t have to,” I said, “You can stay put, and 
then for six months out of the year you’ll get the whole house 
for yourself.” 
 “I’m happy where I am, I am happy with almost every-
thing as it is. Why aren’t you?”
 To be honest, I had been thinking about marrying 
her since the day I met her. I’ve been thinking about propos-
ing since I got the letter. When we were walking in the alley 
I thought I’d do it right there. We were in front of this trashy 
jewelry store, everything glitzy and over-jeweled. We only ever 
needed something simple. I hadn’t gotten as far as thinking 
about the ring. I still wanted to tell her though, still wanted to 
ask her. I swear to God, I almost broke through that glass and 
grabbed her one of those ugly-ass rings. But all I could do was 
think about our favorite John Prine song. I looked at the gutter 




When both of your parents are literature professors, some-times you wind up named after an author, or even a 
character.  Well, my parents decided that wasn’t enough.  They 
named me after a book.  Which might serve you well if you 
end up in the same literary circles as your parents.  You know, a 
joke among educated friends.  Great icebreaker at fancy parties 
where everyone stands around talking about books and drink-
ing champagne so dry it doesn’t even taste wet.  Not so great for 
a fisherman.
 My name is Ukigumo Tanabata.  I’m twenty-five and I 
work on a NISSUI fishing trawler off the East coast of Japan.  
A corporate affair, with printed baseball caps and everything.  
At least I don’t have to wear a nametag.  I’m not even captain 
or anything big like that.  I work on deck, hauling ropes and 
smacking fish.  I can identify a Japanese Flying Squid with my 
eyes closed, but give me a piece of classical literature and I’m 
lost.  
 The drifting cloud—that’s what my name means, bor-
rowed from one of the first modern Japanese books.  It used 
common language instead of the musty old classical stuff people 
wrote before then so common people could actually understand 
it.  My parents met in a college class devoted to Ukigumo and 
fell in love.  Funny thing is, though, that they have never lived 
a single day as commoners.  They’re more at home with classi-
cal texts so Chinese they read like nonsense than the common 
book they named me after.  Hell, I could probably get it better 
than they could.
 Despite all that, I like my name.  Not in the way that 
my parents intended me to—more like the opposite, really.  I 
haven’t opened a book in years.  Sometimes I wish I had one, 
alone in the steel belly of the trawler.  Trapped between sea and 
sky like an insect between sheets of glass.  But mostly I’m happy 
to eat and stay alive, wandering everywhere but the lowest lev-
els, down where you can feel the pressure.  You could say that 
I’m the captain of my very own one-man crew.
I spend my life with common men beneath a sea of drifting 
clouds.  Most days the water is choppy, deep grey-green spitting 
white.  Those days the wind chaps my face and my hands rub 
red from hauling wet rope.  Some days, though, maybe a couple 
a month, are brilliant and clear.  Water spread like fine Japanese 
paper, kinks softened by unseen hands.  So smooth it feels like 
sailing on a sheet of glass, broken only by the frothy murmur of 
the engine.  An endless mirror for the clouds.
 When the tsunami hit, the sea was so clear I could have 
seen my reflection in it.
*
 “Oi, Gumi,” Yoshino spat, flicking a cigarette butt over 
the railing.  “Did you feel that?”
 “Feel what?” I turned to squint at him, wind ruffling 
the tufts of hair that stuck out from beneath my baseball cap.  
Turned backwards, as usual.  I thought it made me look cool.  
This was the first time we had been in port for more than a few 
days in as long as I could remember—the sea teemed with squid 
that spring, ghostly white bodies like dead things that squirmed 
just beneath the surface, and we worked our asses off to bring in 
a big haul—so I really needed a haircut.  
 “I bet you hear that often,” Yoshino grinned.  I nailed 
him with my cap, flashing the half-moon sunburn on my fore-
head.  He balled it up and threatened to toss it into the sea, but 
I wrestled it from him before he got close enough to the rail-
ing.  The company would probably have just issued me another 
one, but I liked that hat, had marked it with my sweat.  We don’t 
need many possessions out here, but it’s nice to have something 
that really belongs to you, you know?
 “I meant the earthquake, idiot.  Just a tiny one.  Didn’t 
you feel it?  I heard they’re stronger on the water.”
 “You’re full of crap, man.  I didn’t feel anything.”
 A tremor seemed to bend the hulking metal for a mo-
ment.  The whole ship groaned, and ripples spread into deep 
water.  Yoshino laughed, great bell tower booms that shook his 
stomach.  I kept telling him to lay off the booze.  No girls were 
going to go for him looking like that, not on a fisherman’s sal-
ary.
 “Welcome to the ring of fire, Gumi.”  He threw his arm 
around my shoulder.  I swear he’s the hairiest Japanese guy I’ve 
ever met.  “This is where we belong, you know.  Living danger-
ously.  No one’s tougher than a fisherman.”
 He chortled to himself and gestured across the waves, 
but I wasn’t really listening.  I was watching the clouds, cap still 
scrunched in my hands. 
*
 My routine is pretty simple.  I’ve been on my own ever 
since the tsunami hit, but I know that eventually the trawler will 
drift close enough to land that people will come looking.  No 
one knows I’m alive, especially after this long.  They’ll have lost 
hope, too busy rebuilding their own lives to worry about mine.  
But I’m here, waiting.  Not like it’s hard to survive on a ship 
stocked with enough canned food for a small army.  But still, it’s 
nice to have a routine.
 I’m up early every morning, on deck to watch the sun 
rise.  Some people say it’s one of those things—you know, 
you’ve seen one sunrise, you’ve seen them all—but I disagree.  
It’s something about the colors in the clouds, how they seem to 
catch fire and come blazing over the horizon.  Watching sunris-
es now makes me think of all the sunrises I didn’t watch before, 
because I was too drunk or too lazy to haul my ass above deck.  
Mostly, though, I was too busy working to notice, an endless 
dance of casting and reeling in.
 There are a lot of things I was too busy to do before.  
Now that I have all the time in the world, I get kinda lonely.  
That’s why sometimes I wish I had a book with me, to keep me 
company.  I never got that before, but now I think I do.  How 
characters are almost like real people.  Maybe that’s why my 
parents named me after a book.  I could be anyone I wanted 
with a name like that.  But no books survived the crashing 
waves, at least none that I’ve found.  I’m too coward to venture 
to the deepest levels, where white corpses drift on black water.  
So I’ve taken to talking to myself, just to hear a voice echoing 
through steel hallways again.  
 It’s pretty cold even after the sun comes up, so I bundle 
into the mess hall and scope out something to eat, telling myself 
what I’m going to do with my time.
 “Maybe I’ll try to get the boiler working,” I say.  The 
boiler is a bit of a lost cause, but I try anyway because it’s so 
damn cold.  I check my compass every morning, just to make 
sure.  The ship and I are drifting north.  This morning, ice crys-
tals glittered on the prow.
 Breakfast is a can of cocktail wieners.  The mess hall is 
too empty and makes me feel even more alone than I really am, 
so I gather up some cans of food in folds of thick wool blanket 
and waddle to the captain’s office, clanking.  Somehow, when I 
sit behind a dead guy’s lacquered mahogany desk and munch 
cocktail wieners off a camping fork, I feel important.  I’m the 
only one taking care of this ship now, though sometimes I think 
it’s taking care of me.  Hell, I always wanted to be my own boss.  
Now I’m not so sure.
 My favorite thing about the captain’s office is the row of 
pens and pencils lined up along the front of the desk.  After the 
first jitters wore off and I felt safe enough to wander, I started 
finding them everywhere.  Stuck in cracks in the deck, poking 
through shreds like bullet holes bleeding light into the hull.   
When I brought myself to search the last of the crumpled packs 
in the bunk room, I found them there too.  Now they sit on his 
desk—my desk—and wait for me, stout and determined. 
I have decided to write a book.  I guess you could call it a mem-
oir.  It helps me sort out dreams from memories.  Pretty ironic, 
really.  Before the tsunami I barely ever wrote a letter.  I wish 
I could get word to my parents.  That’s honestly the first thing 
I would say—not “I’m alive” or “I miss you” but, simply, “I’m 
writing a book.”  I think they’d understand.
 Every morning, after I finish my breakfast and set the 
camping fork on the rim of the empty can, I pick one of the 
writing utensils and start.  I know most of them now, normal 
pencils with sharp corners, fountain pens with nibs so dry you 
have to suck on them just to get the ink flowing, ballpoints with 
chewed ends.  Today I pick up a ballpoint encased in bamboo, 
made to look like a twig or something.  Probably some dol-
lar store number, but it makes me feel more proper, like an old 
haiku poet sitting on a rock in the middle of a field and just 
writing what his senses tell him.
 But today, for some reason, the words won’t come.  I 
sit in the captain’s mock-leather chair until my ass goes numb, 
cold fingers creeping up my back.  Writing and rewriting the 
same sentence over and over again, but it never comes out how 
I want it to.  A feeling tingles in my fingertips, something I can’t 
explain.  The scar on my scalp itches.  It makes me antsy.  So I 
leave the office and wander, grabbing another can of cocktail 
wieners just in case I want a snack.  The end of my blanket 
makes a hissing noise on the bare metal floor.
 Slowly, I make my way down to the boiler room, pre-
tending I’m doing an inspection of the ship, poking my head 
into each room just to make sure everything’s still how I left it.  
Darkness encroaches with each level down until I have to squint 
to see my own arms.  I keep a flashlight in the boiler room, but 
the batteries are almost dead and I like to save it for real emer-
gencies.  Soon it’s going to get too cold to move encased in all 
this steel, so fixing the boiler is pretty high on my list.  Not that 
I have much hope, though.  
 I have gotten pretty good at finding my way around in 
the dark.  To get to the boiler room means going down into 
pitch darkness, the belly of the ship.  I walk slowly with my 
arms held out in front of me, sliding each foot out like I’m 
practicing kendo.  Hush of white socks on a gymnasium floor, 
bamboo warm beneath my fingers.  
 My biggest fear is finding a zombie down in the dark, 
my only warning a cold rush of air and clammy flesh against 
my palms.  I know I’m just winding myself up, but it’s hard not 
to think about that down here.  Don’t tell anyone, okay?  You’d 
be scared sometimes too, stuck on a floating tomb with no one 
but corpses for company, all just waiting for you to join them.  
Sometimes, when soft spray sprinkles the deck, I can almost 
hear them whispering to each other.  It makes my skin crawl, 
but it’s true.
 I stumble over a pipe that has shifted since my last visit 
and stub my toe, curses echoing down the staircase until I can 
hear myself, far below.  The can of cocktail wieners falls from 
my blanket and rolls along the floor.  I hear it teeter for a mo-
ment.  Then it tips and I wince as it clangs down the stairs, 
quieter and quieter, until the sound fades away.  My fingertips 
are still tingling.  The feeling fills my body, silence ringing in my 
ears.
 It is bitterly cold in the boiler room.  My fingers shake 
as I fumble for the flashlight, feeling my way down corrugated 
stairs, socks snagging on sharp metal.  But it’s no good—the 
flashlight must have fallen, coaxed into some moldy corner by 
the gentle sway of the waves.  I take another step down, and icy 
water seeps through my sock.  It feels like the same icy water is 
swirling through my chest.  The ship must be sinking ever so 
slowly, water creeping through the lower levels while I ate cock-
tail wieners and played captain.  
 There’s no way to get the boiler working again with three 
feet of water in the room, and I write the flashlight off as lost.  
The tingling feeling saps energy from my muscles and I practi-
cally crawl back upstairs, back where light still seeps through, 
though I can’t feel its warmth anymore.  Not this far north.
 When I finally make it back to the office, night has 
fallen.  Have I really spent that much time below, black water 
lapping at my feet, or are the days just getting shorter?  Ex-
hausted, I cocoon myself in blankets and curl into a ball on the 
captain’s chair, making sure my feet stay off the floor.  I haven’t 
had a real night’s sleep since before the tsunami.  In my dreams, 
black waves swirl through me and tug my breath away.  I am 
always drowning.  Water so cold it burns.
 As usual, I am rocked to sleep by the slow groaning of a 
ship that’s lost its purpose, the tireless slap of waves against an 
empty hull.  
 The sea itself shook.  Yoshino yelled something but I 
could not hear him over the sound of metal tearing.  I had felt 
earthquakes before, sure.  It’s hard to imagine living without 
them.  I felt them so often that it seemed commonplace to wake 
up in the middle of the night, shadow of a quake still rattling 
your mind.  But I had never felt an earthquake like this.
 The earth shook so strongly that I could feel the energy 
moving through the water in waves, buckling steel girders like 
tin foil.  The deck bucked and I hauled myself along the railing, 
corded muscles pulled taut by my own weight as I struggled to 
remain onboard.  
 The shaking stopped.
 It could only have lasted a few seconds, but my ribs 
already ached from frantic heartbeats.  Men shouted and bodies 
swarmed across the deck, throwing greasy ropes to tiny figures 
bobbing in the waves.  I tried to move, but my body seemed 
static, muscles thick and heavy.  The world swam in and out of 
focus.
 When my senses finally adjusted, a rush of sound and 
light that nearly blinded me, I realized that Yoshino had disap-
peared.  I thrust my head and shoulders over the railing and 
called his name.  Dozens of guys clung to shattered boards, 
calling to each other and waving at the men on board.  From a 
hundred feet above the water they all looked the same.  Dozens 
more floated, unmoving.  Water stained red and brown.  I was 
sure that I knew some of them, the ones drifting facedown, skin 
already bloated.  Maybe Yoshino was there, too.
 A bout of seasickness came over me then, worse than 
I have ever experienced.  I tossed the contents of my stomach 
over the railing and staggered to the cabin door, which hung 
from one hinge and rattled with the movement of the ship.  
Somehow I found my way to the bunk room, struggling up-
stream against a seething current of bodies.  I think I may have 
been shouting, but I don’t remember. 
The bunk room was completely empty.  I turned the thick wheel 
on the door to lock it behind me and breathed deep.  Thick 
steel dampened the shrieks and groans that filtered down from 
above, and I let silence wash over me.  
 Huddled on my bed below deck, smeared with sweat 
and spray and puke, I did not see the wall of water that sprinted 
to harbor.  I did not see yachts and rowboats tossed a hundred 
feet in the air by the force of the wave, not clear blue but brown 
with silt and destruction.  I did not hear the moan that rose as 
one from my colleagues, who stared up at the wave and knew 
that they were all going to die.
 The trawler turned somersaults.  The force tore me from 
the safety of my bed and flung me against the wall.  I don’t re-
member anything for a while after that.
 I woke slowly, shadowy fingers still pulling me in, trying 
to drag me under the swirling black surface of my dreams.  My 
head throbbed so painfully that I hurled again.  I was pinned 
against the wall by a pile of canvas sacks.  It took a while for me 
to realize that they were duffel bags, the most personal belong-
ings of men I had lived with for months.  Friends who were 
probably all dead.  I had no idea what had happened, nothing 
but a nagging suspicion I longed to disregard.  I wouldn’t figure 
it out completely until I finally stumbled onto the deck and saw 
nothing but ocean in all directions.
 One side of my face pressed against the wall.  Wet-
ness trickled over my closed eyelid and dripped off my chin.  I 
coughed and blood spattered onto the nearest duffel bags in 
thick, half-congealed droplets.  When I moved, my whole head 
ached and fire lanced across my scalp.  I worried that what I 
found might make me sick again, but I felt the side of my face 
anyway.
 My fingers probed up the side of my face, smearing 
blood.  My hair felt wet and it glommed together in chunks, tips 
already crusted.  I almost passed out when I found the wound—
my fingers dug into it and sharp stabs cut through the dull 
throbbing that filled my skull.  My eyes streamed and the world 
turned somersaults, vision swaying in time with the turbulent 
waves in my stomach.  Gingerly, I set my head back against the 
wall and waited for the heaving to subside.
 I woke up again.  Somehow I had fallen asleep.  I 
touched my head and felt the gash, ragged flesh wiggling be-
neath my fingers.  Damn.  I had hoped it’d all been a dream, but 
the bunk room was as empty as ever, and my head still ached.  I 
felt a little better, though.  The storm in my stomach had died 
down and I could think more clearly.  
I tried to stand and almost threw up again, slumping heavily 
against the wall and jolting my skull.  I shut my eyes and little 
lights erupted through the darkness.  That wasn’t going to work. 
Instead, I stayed seated and rummaged through every duffel 
bag I could reach, hoping for a few choice items.  I moved like a 
tortoise, drawing one bag toward me and pulling back the long 
zipper, setting it to my left when I had finished.  
It took a long time to go through all of the duffel bags, and by 
the time I had finished they were stacked several layers high in 
a neat wall that closed me in.  Laid out on an old Tokyo Disney-
land t-shirt in front of me was a small collection of valuables.  
Three bottles of water, a sewing kit with a tiny pair of scissors, 
two lighters half-full of fluid, a bottle of aspirin, a Ziploc bag 
filled with granola bars, a package of seaweed, a bar of soap, a 
toothbrush and toothpaste, and some floss.  
 First things first.  I poured one of the bottles of water 
over my head, scrubbing carefully to get as much dried blood 
from my hair as I could.  Then I popped a handful of aspirin 
and sat back, listening to the blood on my cheek crackle as it 
dried.  With one of the lighters, I sterilized a needle from the 
sewing kit.  Fire and smoke blackened the tips of my fingers, 
but they were so calloused from working on the trawler that 
I hardly felt a thing.  I wish I could have said the same for my 
scalp.
 When I probed the cleaned wound, my fingers met a 
tangle of mutilated flesh and something smooth that felt sicken-
ingly like bone.  I’m bad at sewing even when I can see what I’m 
working on, but somehow I managed to stitch it together.  Each 
time the needle pierced a flap of skin, I bit my tongue and swal-
lowed bile.  Finally, my fingers met whole flesh.  I tied a clumsy 
knot and clipped the thread.   
 I struggled through fevered dreams, body aching each 
time I lashed out.  Clammy sweat began to eat through the 
blood and vomit on my clothes.  I fought to stay above the 
surface of a churning ocean, black waves pushing me down, 
currents tugging me under.  Sodden bodies brushed against my 
feet.
 I woke covered in duffel bags.  At some point I must 
have kicked out and knocked them on top of me, the thick can-
vas keeping me warm.  My forehead still prickled and my limbs 
weighed like lead, but I managed to move a few bags and sit up 
without hurling.  I guess I had nothing to bring up at that point, 
anyway.  My stomach grumbled and a hollow feeling spread 
between my lungs and into my throat.
 In the end, the gnawing in my stomach got me moving.  
I kept one hand along the wall and shuffled to the door, which 
was shut so tightly I almost couldn’t get it open again, even 
though I was the one who had closed it.  How long had it been 
since then?  My arms were thin and yellow, and when I pinched 
the skin it took a long time to slump back down.  At least I 
knew where I was going—I could have found my way around 
the ship with my eyes closed.
 I had never tasted anything as magical as that first can 
of cocktail wieners.  I ate it in one mouthful, ignoring the stitch 
in my side, and washed it down with a whole bottle of water.  
After my first meal in days I felt solid and warm.  It was a good 
feeling, and I really just wanted to go to sleep, right there on 
the aluminum tabletop.  But for some reason I forced myself to 
keep going.  I made a pot of rice and ate several scoops with my 
hands, leaving the rest on the stovetop for later.  
 I hadn’t expected to see anyone else, but it still felt lonely 
traipsing through the narrow hallways, nothing but my foot-
steps and shallow breaths to combat the pressing silence.
 Stepping onto the deck was like being born again, a 
burst of air and sound and smell.  Wind rushed through my 
hair and whistled in my ears.  My nose filled with the tang of 
salt and the fresh, empty smell of open ocean.  I stripped naked 
and threw my old clothes overboard, letting spray wash sweat 
and blood from my body.
 It was a clear day and the trawler cut through stunted 
whitecaps.  Rays of sunlight blazed down through atmosphere 
unclouded by smog and cigarette smoke and warmed my bare 
skin.  I lay on the deck and basked, soaking in warmth and feel-
ing the energy return to my muscles.  It began with a tingling at 
the tips of my fingers and spread down.
 Lying on my back, I watched clouds drift slowly across 
the horizon.  It felt like I was looking overboard and watching 
their reflections on a glassy sea.
 Something wakes me earlier than normal.  Gunk crusts 
my eyelids together and my back is stiff from sleeping in the 
captain’s chair.  For the first time since the tsunami, I do not 
remember any dreams.  
 Sound echoes through the ship, clanging footsteps and 
what sound like distant voices.  I am up in an instant, racing 
out of the captain’s office with a blanket still draped around 
my shoulders.  I hurtle down long hallways and up flights of 
stairs, stopping to catch my breath and listen for the sounds.  
Sometimes they seem closer, sometimes more distant, echoing 
through a maze of steel.  
 I chase the voices through the lower levels, stumbling in 
half-light.  I race through the mess hall and the bunk room, past 
the control rooms and rows of offices, past the sorting rooms 
for fish and squid and the freezer rooms, which stink of rot.  I 
race up a flight of stairs, taking them two at a time, and try to 
hear the voices over my pounding heartbeat.  After all these 
months, I am finally not alone.   
 Ice clings to the deck, and I immediately begin to shiver. 
A group of men in thick orange jackets huddle at the prow.  
Each is tied to the railing with a length of rope.  Some of the 
ropes are taut and snake past me, but most still hang limp.  The 
men peer toward me—they must have heard me slam the main 
door.  It still hangs on one hinge and bangs against the wall 
whenever the wind is rough.  
 I wave my arms and jump around, shouting.  I tell them 
my name, how long I’ve been on the ship, how I never thought 
anyone would find it.  I talk more than I have since the earth-
quake.  I talk until my voice cracks, until my throat is raw.  But 
none of them say anything.  They lose interest in the door and 
turn away, dispersing over the deck, walking like it might col-
lapse at any moment.  One man walks past me, so close I could 
touch him.  I reach out and feel nothing but a cool breath of air.  
My fingers look solid, but they pass right through him.
 And that’s when I realize.  I really am drifting.
I Am Here
By Katie Pfalzgraff
The summer Caleb Winters met Sarah Powell was the last summer it was really and truly hot. The town didn’t see 
a lick of rain. A deep, cracked dryness hung in the air. It was 
enough to make anyone crazy. 
 Caleb spent that summer bashing tin, drenching every 
t-shirt he owned with sweat during the day and diving into 
the clear glacial lake at night. That was the first summer after 
their parents died. Amber managed to lure vacationers back to 
their house with the promise of beer and waterfront. Strangers 
crawled around the house, leaving tacky stains on stairwells and 
sofa cushions. Caleb tried to schedule work to avoid tripping 
over passed out vacationers, but he wracked up too much over-
time. So one night he stayed in the kitchen, pouring drinks and 
forcing laughter for the time it took to make a gin and tonic. 
She sat in the stairwell, her bare legs stretched out in front of 
her. Shorts rising to her hips. She said her name was Celeste. It 
was a name men fell for.
 “Do you live around here?”
 Tugging at the carpet with chipped red nails. “About a 
mile away.” 
 “Where’re you from?” he said.
 “Michigan,” she said. The light caught the scar under her 
left eye. 
 “I’ve lived here my whole life,” he said. 
 “My mother just moved here.” 
 “Do you like it?”
 “Sure.” Draining her glass. “My boyfriend’s waiting.” 
 To this day, Caleb can’t remember her boyfriend’s name, 
or where he was from, or whether he took one shot of gin like 
him or two like her. Maybe there was no boyfriend. 
 She talked to some tight t-shirt former lacrosse star for a 
while, swirling the straw in her glass. The star’s name was Hugh 
Irving. She laughed at that same story Hugh’d been telling since 
junior year, about the track team sneaking a cow into the hon-
eymoon suite at the Kozy Kabin Inn. It was all bullshit. Cows 
can’t climb stairs. 
 After Hugh slipped his number into the back pocket of 
her cutoffs, Sarah was alone again, left standing somewhere in 
the crowd of laughing, shouting people. When Sarah’s laughter 
quieted, her mouth curved downwards. Caleb wanted to suck 
the sadness from her, like breath from her lungs. 
 “That’s Sarah,” Amber said, “she’s a hostess at Kelly’s.”
 “Do you have her number?” he said. 
 She didn’t remember him when he called. Caleb from 
the party. Caleb, Amber’s brother. Caleb, the one with the gin. 
She played with him. Asked after his sister, kept on about her 
college-going, rugby-playing maybe-boyfriend. And already 
there were two ways Caleb could disappoint her. 
 And then she said, “A bunch of us are going to Sylvan 
Landing tomorrow. Maybe you could join us.”
 Thinking back on it, Caleb should be able to pick out a 
moment. One moment when he realized that he’d love her for-
ever. He should be able to name dates, hours, weather forecasts. 
Maybe in the morning he’ll remember them. Maybe if he thinks 
about it a little longer he’ll remember the feel of sand on her 
skin and the flick of her hair, sending droplets of water raining 
across the car window. But for now there are only the first lies 
she told him, and this:
 “Maybe you could join us.”
 The phone rings. It must be past noon. Caleb wakes up 
late these days and lies in bed, awake but unmoving. Trying to 
connect his brain to his lower half, lying shriveled on unwashed 
sheets. When he rolls over, he sees that it’s more like 3:00. And 
the phone keeps ringing.
 “You haven’t called in a week,” Amber says. “What the 
hell have you been doing up there?”
 “Sleeping.”
 “That was the deal, Caleb. You call. You always call.”
 Light spills through slats in the blinds. Caleb pulls the 
wheelchair closer to him. 
 “I’ve been busy.”
 “Busy? Busy with what? You don’t leave the house. You 
can’t drive a car.” Amber’s breath crackles on the other end.   
 “Christ, I thought you were dead.”
 “I’m alive,” Caleb says.
 “And I’m the last to know,” Amber says, “we said when 
you got out of Ironwoods, we said I could go back if—”
 Caleb places the phone on the bed, lifts himself onto the 
chair, and picks up the phone again.
 “—I think I need to come down there. I shouldn’t have 
stayed away so long. I think I should come up. This weekend.”
 “I’ll have to check my schedule.”
 “Caleb.”
 “Don’t come down.” Caleb says, “It’s nothing. I got 
caught up.”
 “You don’t get caught up,” Amber says.
 “I got caught up,” Caleb says.
 “Whatever,” Amber says, “I’m coming down there.”
 In the kitchen half-unpacked boxes form a pathway 
from the bedroom to the refrigerator. First thing, Caleb grabs 
a tallboy of Kokanee and wheels over to the window. The sun 
casts shadows beneath the hills, and a mottled sort of light 
stretches across the lake. At the road, birds pick at the day-old 
corpse of a deer. A neighbor dog, big as a wolf, approaches, and 
the birds scatter.
 It bothers Caleb that he can’t remember whether Sarah 
wore a one piece or two. No, it wasn’t a two-piece. He didn’t see 
the scar on her stomach until later. When she lied to him about 
how she got it. Car accident. Near drowning. Bar fight. Not 
drunk on the roof of her mother’s house. 
 But he remembered who was there. Alex Sanderssen, 
Molly Killeen, Lisa Lansing. He didn’t like how Alex looked at 
Sarah, but it was probably just his imagination. Alex and Lisa 
are engaged. They drove in Alex’s ’88 pickup to the trailhead 
and hiked down. Rocks littered the shore, sliding and sharp 
on bare feet. Molly, who got her navel pierced in 8th grade, 
talked Sarah into diving off the cliffs that surrounded the bay. 
So Caleb went too. Through the clear water anyone could see 
the sharp rocks rising below, almost touching the surface. But 
Molly hollered like hell and jumped, crowning from the water 
newly born, her hair slicked to her neck. And then Sarah. She 
looked back at him, wondering if he approved. Wondering if he 
thought she was dangerous. 
 “Going in?” she said.
 “Ladies first,” he said.
 “Pussy.”
 Sarah rose to the tips of her toes, in the motion so 
familiar to him now. Her back bent like a bow. She didn’t give 
him a second look before she dove in. A thin splash marked her 
entrance.
 Maybe he stood there for a while. Looking down at the 
stillness of the water. Waiting for her to break through the sur-
face. Thinking about turning tail and running. The other three 
laughing, skipping rocks across the surface. The absence was 
unbearable.
 He doesn’t remember jumping, but he remembers the 
water, cold after the sun on his dry skin. Light seeped through 
silt hovering near the surface. Sarah floated motionless in the 
embrace of the jagged rocks, her skin a bluish pale, like she 
was already dead. Her body limp as he carried her to shore. He 
pressed on her stomach and breathed into her lungs. The other 
three lingered at a safe distance. Oh my God what happened,  
Oh my God how long was she down there, Oh my God, should 
we call an ambulance? 
 She held on to death, not wanting to breathe. But he 
made her. Stroked her chest until she lived again. She sprang 
from his arms, gasping for air. Then she relaxed against his 
chest, and together they breathed easy. 
 He walked her home. Brushing the back of her hand 
with his knuckle. She jumped the fence at the Bloom house and 
he followed her, though he knew good and well that old man 
Bloom liked to take a shot at whatever he saw running through 
his field. But it was the way the she moved through the fields 
like a dance. The way she swayed closer to him even though she 
never made eye contact. 
 Back on the old dirt road was a shaded spot where it felt 
wet and cool. As if night had already come. Caleb stopped. She 
kept walking. 
 “How much farther is it?” he asked.
She put a few more yards between them before she turned 
around. And when she looked at him it was like she was taking 
his measurements. “Not far now.”
 “I gotta go,” Caleb said.
 “Okay,” she said. Digging her toe into the gravel. 
 “I mean I don’t want to start anything.”
 “Okay.” Just waiting for him to do it.
 “I mean I’m enlisted,” Caleb said.
 “Like in the army.”
 “Yeah, like in the army,” Caleb said. “I leave in three 
weeks, and I don’t want to start anything.”
 “Is that it?”
 “Yeah.”
 “Okay.” She closed the distance between them in a few 
steps. Pressing up against him. “But I gotta tell you, that’s pretty 
damn romantic.”
 Amber arrives Friday. Two suitcases with her.
 “Planning on staying a while?” Caleb says.
 “Just laundry,” Amber says.
 She walks in and begins to criticize him. The house is a 
mess, doesn’t he ever shower, where is all the food, Mrs. Reese 
is supposed to bring him food every Thursday. There’s no cereal, 
no orange juice, no goddamn laundry soap. 
 “I meant get your Fruit Loops,” Caleb says. Watching 
her stack boxes in one corner.
 “You have to take care of things here,” Amber says, “I 
can’t come down here every weekend.”
 “I didn’t ask you.”
 Amber kicks the last few books into the bottom shelf.  
“We’ll have to go into town,” she says.
 Caleb hasn’t been to town in a hundred years. It’s bright-
er than he remembers. Cleaner too. Someone started pruning 
the trees so the sun scours the pavement along the lanes, wash-
ing out the colors of concrete, house trim, roofing tar. 
 Amber leaves him at the postcard turn styles in the Su-
per Drug. 
 “We need detergent,” she says.
 Caleb wheels through the aisles. Stopping at the maga-
zines.  On the cover of People is an exotic brunette: “HER 
DOUBLE LIFE!”
 Beside him stands a sticky, purple-faced girl short 
enough so their eyes meet. Turning something over in her 
hand. 
 “How’d you get in a wheelchair?”
 “I got shot,” Caleb says.
 “Did it hurt?”
 “Don’t remember.”
 Caleb sees it’s Silly Putty in her hand, neon green. She 
keeps kneading it back and forth and the purple substance, a 
melted popsicle maybe, rubs off into the putty, turning it stone 
grey.
 “But how d’you get in a wheelchair?”
 “I was in the army.”
 “No, how do you—” the girl grips the putty in her hands 
so it squeezes through the gaps in her fingers, “get in a wheel-
chair?”
 “I can lift myself,” Caleb says.
 “Oh,” the girl says. 
 “Where’s your mom?”
 “Dunno.”
 “Is she in the store?”
 “Yes,” the girl says. She stuffs the putty in the pocket of 
her pink shorts and wipes her hands on bare legs. “Were you in 
Eye-Rack?”
 “Yeah.”
 “Did you shoot anybody?”
 “Yeah.”
 “Did you kill anybody?”
 “Don’t know.”
 “On the TV I saw the soldiers coming home in boxes.”
 “Oh.”
 “Did you come home in a box?”
 “No. I came home on an airplane.” 
 A woman appears behind the little girl. Caleb’s pretty 
sure he went to high school with her. Something about her 
reminds him of kissing in the bathroom at the Dairy Queen. 
 “Caleb? Is that you?”
 He struggles to remember her name. “It’s me.”
 “Wow. Wow, I can’t believe it’s you. God, has it just been 
forever?”
 She talks about some night he can’t even remember, 
when a group of them set fire to old man Bloom’s yard. He 
laughs along with her and counts the moments til she leaves 
him alone in the magazine aisle.
 “It was good to see you,” she says. And she walks away 
without a second glance.
 Amber finds him there. She has the laundry detergent 
she likes, Tide Unscented. 
 “Let’s go home,” she says. 
 Amber makes dinner. Tomato sauce with lumps of 
ground beef and congealed spaghetti. The house smells like 
garlic for days. 
 “Have you thought about getting a job?” she asks.
 “I’m pretty set.”
 Amber starts clearing up, tossing utensils into the sink.  
 “All you do is sit in the house all day.”
 “I could always go for a walk,” Caleb shoves off and goes 
to the window.
 “Jesus, Caleb. All I’m saying is it’d be nice if you did 
something other than stay here and think about her.” 
 That night Amber takes the pictures of Sarah off the 
wall. There is one he took of her in a rowboat, her smile uneasy. 
Clutching the oars like a child clutches a pencil. Caleb had to 
coax her in with promises of a trip into town for a movie and 
dinner on the dock. Sarah hated boats. She loved to swim, but 
she hated boats. 
 Amber shoved the picture in a drawer somewhere.
 He remembers the day after their wedding. The sticky 
hotel room with the lamp that blinked on and off. They thought 
it would be more romantic if they drove into the city to do it, 
but neither of them could pony up for a nice hotel. That’s when 
he mentioned he’d be leaving in two weeks. She acted like he’d 
lied. Like he hadn’t tried to pull out as soon as he could. She 
stormed out and when she came back she her sweat smelled like 
gin and other men and she said:
  “Go ahead. Leave your wife. She doesn’t care. She can 
get off without you.”
 He held her hair back while she threw up. That night he 
slept beside her, outside the blankets, making sure not to touch 
her. 
 When he left she was still sleeping. He left the car keys 
on the nightstand and bought a bus ticket. Amber picked him 
up and she didn’t say anything, except some stupid remark 
about how she should’ve taken time off to see her baby brother 
married.   
 Amber left the next morning. Then the dishes began to 
pile up. He spent most of his time on the dock, throwing rocks 
across the glassy surface. And drinking. Bottles covered every 
surface of the house and sometimes he would try to fit just one 
more and they’d all come crashing down, littering the floor with 
shattered glass. 
 On his last day he drank too much and found himself at 
her door. The car was parked in the driveway, but her mother 
said she wasn’t at home. She told him it would be better if he 
went away. So he lay down on her driveway. The cement burned 
his skin through his clothes and he felt dried out, shriveled. 
 When he opened his eyes, she was standing over him. 
Her face was pale and her hair was wiry. Like she was already 
dead. She nudged him with her foot and he could tell by the 
pounding in his head that he was no longer drunk. 
 “Let’s go for a drive,” she said.
 The highway curved around the lake, sometimes 
climbing into the hills above, sometimes reaching almost to 
the shoreline. Under Sarah’s control, the car careened around 
bends, making Caleb sick. 
 They came to rest on top of a hill a few hundred feet 
above the water. The sun was beginning to set and shadows 
began to obscure the view. Sarah climbed over the guardrail.
 “Get back here,” Caleb said, “Sarah, you’re drunk.”
 “I’m not that drunk.” She eased her way down the steep 
hill. Stumbling a little.
 “We need to talk.”
 “Come down here.” She was laughing. Deep gasping 
breaths. “Come down here and save me.”
 Caleb climbed over the guardrail but stayed in place, 
holding himself steady.
 “You’re no fun,” she said. “I married a loser.”
 He heard a splash and he knew that she had jumped in.
 “Sarah.” He couldn’t make anything out in the shadow of 
the hill.  
 “I’m here. Wouldn’t want you to have to come down 
here and be with your wife.”
 She swam into the setting sun, naked. She didn’t bother 
to look back. She just dived beneath the surface, leaving only 
the waning light dancing across the water. 
 The next morning, Amber makes French toast with 
apple butter. That used to be his favorite, and he pretends he 
minds. Because she put her life on hold to come down here and 
save his. Or maybe just because it’s not worth the effort.  
 “I was thinking we could go down to Sylvan today,” she 
says.
 “I can’t get to the water.”
 “I could wheel you.”
 “You and what army?”
 “Well how about you go outside at least,” Amber says. 
“All you ever do is look out the window.” Like he’s insulted her. 
“It’s a beautiful fucking day outside.”
 “News to me.”
 She goes to her room and slams the door. Caleb turns 
to the window. Clouds gather at the place where the hills bend 
to allow the lake to spread. Dark and laid thick with rain. Or 
maybe snow. 
 Caleb opens the door a crack. Cold air washes in. There’s 
a wind that he didn’t see from inside. He throws the door open 
and pushes himself out. The air, fresh and cool, catches in 
his lungs. The light feels foreign on his bare skin. Dead grass 
crumbles underneath him. 
 On the dock the wood is soft, flaking. He slips off the 
chair and crawls to the water. Lying on his back. Pressing his 
hand on the surface. It’s frigid this time of year, too cold even to 
wade in. 
 It was about this time of year. Maybe a little earlier. It 
doesn’t take long to drown in cold water. The muscles seize and 
impair the drowning reflex. Wasn’t that what they said? Her 
drowning reflex was impaired. It didn’t help she was drinking, 
they said. As if somehow that exonerated God. 
 His hand has become numb to the cold. Water washes 
against his wrist. But he keeps it in. Thinking. The time they 
drove to the south end of the lake. Hopped the fence at the 
Landing. Got drunk, swam naked. The day they decided to get 
married. He’s sure it was his idea. She just said it first. And she 
laughed and said, hey, wouldn’t it be fun? But she wasn’t smil-
ing. She laughed until she couldn’t breathe, but she wasn’t smil-
ing. Not really. Maybe he never really saw her smile. Maybe that 
just wasn’t something she did, along with telling the truth and 
rowing. He can’t remember now. But he said yeah, sounds fun, 
let’s do it Monday. 
 Caleb was in the hospital when he found out she was 
gone. Amber had come to take him home. She just said that 
Sarah was dead. He knew the rest of the story without having to 
ask, “Her parents already had her buried, but they’re waiting for 
you to hold the funeral,” Amber said. 
 “They didn’t cremate her?”
 “I don’t know what they did.”
 He said something clever then, like “Helluva way to 
meet the folks,” but really he was trying to picture Sarah in the 
ground somewhere. Stuck in a box, never moving again. Instead 
he saw her drifting along the bottom of the lake, washing out to 
sea. 
 “We tried to reach you,” Amber said, “I didn’t know 
what happened to you until a few days ago.”
 “How long has she been dead?”
 “A couple weeks.”
 He didn’t believe her. To this day, he’s not sure he be-
lieves her. He’s sure he would’ve known. Felt something. Some 
kind of absence from the world. Life should’ve stopped.
 He imagines the feel of the water washing against him. 
Grabbing him, holding him. Like it holds her. Sinking beneath 
the surface to where light no longer passes. He imagines her 
swimming past the sloping hills, her breath catching in her 
lungs.
 He turns to see Amber standing at the doorway.
 “Caleb?”
 “I’m right here,” he says. “Still alive and everything.”
 “It’s freezing out here,” she says, climbing down to him. 
“Come inside.”
 Across the bay two old men hunch over fishing poles. A 
heron dives for a fish.
 “I’ll be right in,” he says. 
The Changeling
By Jenna Franklin
Cait picked her way through the bracken and heather till she 
reached the hill’s bottom, then followed her own trail home. 
Rain clung to the air, leaving a skirt of mist to waver in the for-
est’s sprawling roots.
 She heard the screams before she saw home. Each one 
like demons sharpening blades against rocks. Her feet pounded 
earth, but when she reached the threshold she couldn’t enter. 
Blood and sweat soured the place.
 “Cait!” Eithne said, “Get ye inside and close the door 
before ye let in the rest of them.”
 Her mother was spread across the bed naked. Her belly 
reared up from the mess of sheets like a seal’s silky head erupt-
ing from undulant depths. Eithne pushed her hands in between 
the great swollen legs, elbows working furiously. Cait couldn’t 
watch. She couldn’t think. She stumbled to the hearth and 
grasped the moist, blackened stones, wishing she had not run 
home, wishing she had stayed in the golden heather. 
 She covered her eyes. Births were always grueling, but 
never so horrible as this time. Her mother rocked and roared 
on the bed, there was a fleshy smacking sound, and then a 
baby’s fleeting cry. Cait lifted her head from her hands to see 
Eithne shroud the baby in a blanket and set it on the table. 
 “Is she well?” Cait asked, refusing to look at her mother. 
She knew she would look like a rabbit’s bladder, pressed and 
emptied. 
 “Aye,” Eithne said. “I think so.”
 Cait walked over to the baby who wasn’t crying at all, 
and Eithne was helping mother. Its lack of movement was sur-
prising. Cait had seen her mother’s other newborn babies, the 
ones that came after her but died a few days later. 
 She pulled aside the flap of cloth covering his face and 
screamed. Instead of a child rosy from crying, the baby boy was 
as green as pale ferns.
 “Lord, child!” Eithne grabbed Cait’s arm and wrenched 
her away from the table. “Ye can’t help it. “
 She turned back to mother. “Don’t touch it, Cait. Go 
outside.”
 Cait didn’t move. She couldn’t stop staring at her broth-
er’s nose, already thin and straight like her father’s had been. 
 “Ye mean, he’s . . . .” Now Cait understood. Why this 
birth had been so hard for mother. Why it took so long. Why 
Eithne had told her to close the door before letting any more of 
them in. 
 “Make yourself useful or get ye gone,” Eithne said. “Ye 
do no good by staying here.”
 Cait gave the green baby a last agonizing look, then ran 
from the house before her mind had time to tell her feet not 
to move. The hills swallowed her and spat her out at the loch’s 
edge. This place could do that, take you in so that you didn’t 
know which way was east and which west, then leave you some-
where you never meant to head to. These hills had devoured 
Cait’s father in that way, leaving him dead on Culloden battle-
field in naught but his thick skin.
 Cait supposed that was part of the danger her people 
always talked about. A danger she’d never truly encountered 
until this day. Changelings were common enough. The fairies 
were always playing tricks on people. They’d steal food and trick 
travelers into getting lost. But, feared above all, was when a fairy 
mother stole a human baby and left her ugly child in their place. 
Cait had never been able to understand that; it just didn’t make 
sense. She would certainly never give her baby to somebody 
else. 
 Cait leaned back against a boulder to watch the little 
curls of water fold into the mud at the shore. Thin green plants 
waved at her from beneath the surface. He was not ugly like 
most fairy babies. He was only green. That couldn’t be so bad. 
Perhaps he would grow out of it like saplings grow strong bark 
over their soft limbs. That little girl at the market in Inverness 
last summer, she’d had a green to her. Eyes like yellow siskin. 
 When Cait’s stomach roared too loudly to ignore and 
the sun blazed red across the loch, she headed home. She found 
her basket and re-collected the herbs from where she had 
dropped them earlier. The stinging nettle and ginger would help 
Eithne fight mother’s pain. The smell wasn’t so bad when she 
returned. She walked past Eithne sitting on the hearth to where 
mother slept wrapped in blankets. Damp springs of holly-berry 
hair framed her slackened face. Cait was relieved to see that she 
no longer hurt.
 “Where’s the wee thing?” Cait asked Eithne, setting 
down her basket and looking around the house.
 “Gone for now, but he’ll be back.”
 “What do ye mean?” Cait said as a cold prickling grazed 
her neck, “He’s a babe, he can’t go out by himself.”
 “Ye should understand these things, Cait. This is how it 
happens. Ye can’t get attached.”
 “But, he’s not ugly. He’s only green!”
 “Cait, hush. Ye’ll wake up your mother.”
 “Did ye tell her?”
 Eithne’s eyes seemed to cloud with something like mer-
cy, but Cait was unwilling to see anything but frozen will within 
them. “Aye, she asked me to. It’s the only way. If the creature’s 
true mother comes for it, she’ll bring back your brother. She’ll 
switch them back.”
 Cait shook her head, thinking of her brother’s delicate 
nose and quiet stare. She couldn’t believe that. “He’s so tiny. 
Somethin’ will eat him. The owls and wolves . . .”
 Eithne reached out a hand and moved toward Cait. Cait 
wrenched through her ice shackles and stepped toward the 
door, glaring as hard as she could at Eithne, believing the devil’s 
hate itself to ooze from her burning eyes.
 Eithne’s face was wooden, carved into that hateful, sol-
emn mask that said she was ready to do what she must . . . what 
women in these hills had always been prepared to do.  
 “It isn’t your brother,” she said, “ye must agree. A good 
woman like your mother could never have given birth to a 
monster.”
 “He is not a monster!” Cait yelled. “He’s going to die out 
there!”
 A moan from mother stopped Eithne from lunging at 
Cait. Eithne got to mother first and swiped a bony hand across 
the fresh dew beading upon her forehead.
 “Ye sure she’s well?” Cait asked, leaning over her moth-
er’s pale face. Her whole countenance was a glaring moonbeam, 
a shining whiteness that throttled the dark. 
 “She needs rest.”
 “Is she dying?” Cait asked, fighting the rising lump in 
her throat. “Like father, Eithne, is she goin’ now?” 
 Eithne’s jaw tightened. “Stop askin’ silly questions. Go 
outside.”
 “I will not.” Cait didn’t know where this rage came from 
but it boiled hot and heavy in her chest.
 Eithne’s eyes met Cait’s and she didn’t have to say any-
thing. Cait understood. 
 “Birthin’ a fairy baby is dangerous,” Eithne said.
 The slight tremor in her voice only made Cait angrier. 
 “He’s my brother,” Cait said, opening the door and step-
ping outside, “not a fairy. And he, at least, is goin’ to survive.” 
She slammed the door, ignoring Eithne’s shouts, and fell into 
the hills. She didn’t want to think about mother. Mother could 
not have told that horrible midwife to leave Cait’s only baby 
brother in the Highlands with nobody to protect him.
 Thorns and gnarled twigs tore through her skirt and 
stockings as she ran. Darkness seeped into the forest, trickling 
down through the canopy to cast fingers of shadow across a 
once familiar landscape. Cait stopped running, knowing that 
to hunt blind was useless. Hugging shaking arms around her 
stomach, she did her best to push away the terrible thoughts. 
Mother lying dead in darkness. Mother not coming back, a 
slippery seal sliding away through the water. Away from Cait. 
And her brother, where was he? Cait breached a hill and spied 
orange, dancing dots in the distance. The faint drone of a hunt-
ing horn wailed. Why would the clan be hunting now?
 She trudged on. Guilt nagged her, begging her to turn 
back. Get home. Maybe mother isn’t dead yet. Get ye home 
now.
 “No,” Cait screamed at the owl who swooped overhead, 
“She needs me no more.”
 As the ghostly bird faded into shadow, Cait heard the 
feeble whimpers of a baby. She found him on the next hilltop 
where the lack of thick bush offered no shelter from the wind. 
She pressed his little body into her chest, praying that her 
throbbing heart would warm his blood. 
 She sat at the top of the hill and faced the round winds, 
wanting to feel everything on her body and nothing within it. 
She knew well the touch and smell of her land, but she knew 
not the pain and strangling uncertainty of life. But they were 
one in the same. Her people knew that. 
 “Ye best be movin’ on,” a voice said.
 Cait scrambled to her feet, clutching her brother. A 
grey-haired woman with skin like beaten hides was watching 
her. 
 “That lady, ye ken. She’s got the whole village after ye 
about that child you’re holdin’. Ye wouldn’t want to be here 
when they arrive.”
 With a lurch like falling timber, Cait realized then what 
the clan was hunting. They were after her. Her blood and the 
blood of her brother. 
 “You’re in a bad way now,” the woman grunted, leaning 
against an oak with hands on her hips. “There’s talk of witch-
craft.”
 “Who?” Cait asked.
 The woman raised a thick, brooding eyebrow. “You, of 
course. Messin’ with a changeling is a sure sign of your demon 
ways.”
 Cait stood rooted, watching the woman pick at a scab 
on her bristling chin. 
 “They. . .  they think I’m a witch?”  
 “Aye.” The woman scooped the scab into her long finger-
nail and flicked it away.
 Cait pressed back the wisps of blond hair the wind had 
tugged from beneath her head cloth and swallowed hard. 
 “What should I do?”
 The woman sighed deep and looked her over. 
 Men’s voices loomed from the woods below. Feeling 
frantic, Cait rushed to the hill’s crest and looked down. Patch-
work kilts and flaming heads of hair pushed through the under-
growth, rising as a fiery creature- ancient and powerful- from 
the quaking depths below. They were armed and Cait’s father 
had taught her that armed men were always dangerous.
 Ice plummeted in Cait’s chest. The time to run had 
come. She looked back at the old woman who was studying her 
with eyes that swallowed. 
 “Ye come with me.” She beckoned a bony hand and 
Cait followed her quickly down the hill, away from her people. 
Would they burn her alive? She was only fourteen, but worse 
things happened. Perhaps they’d bind her hands and toss her 
into the loch to see if she’d float. A shudder of dread rattled her. 
No woman – witch or no- survived that test. And then a horri-
ble possibility came to her. Was she a witch? Wasn’t it possible? 
She shook her head. She had no scars. She was pure, so the devil 
had no power over her. Yet she had just committed a sin, stolen 
a baby. What made her do that? She looked down at her broth-
er’s nose, still flecked with blood from her mother’s hot belly.
 The ominous recheat of the hunting horn bellowed 
through the woods and the old woman quickened her pace, a 
grim determination visible in the way she plunged through the 
wild. 
 “What’s your name?” Cait asked, hoisting her baby 
brother higher onto her hip. He was getting heavy, but Cait 
didn’t dare slow down. The howls of hungry men dogged their 
step.
 “Daracha.”
 “Why’ve I never seen ye before? Ye don’t go into the vil-
lage?”
 “They don’t want my company.”
 “Why?”
 Daracha shrugged, thrusting aside a patch of fern in her 
path.
 Cait’s stomach let out a thunderous growl. Daracha 
looked back at her with a shrewd frown, then gave a low gut-
tural “mmph.”
 Cait’s nerves began to lessen once the voices of men 
died away. The woods were silent and got even quieter as the 
light dissipated. She watched the stars emerge one by one to 
join the moon in a yawning blue sky. 
 Daracha turned abruptly into a thicket of heather. Cait 
shielded the baby’s body, taking the thorns into her own flesh. 
On the other side was small glen where a stone hut nested, 
smoke rising in thin rivulets from its crooked chimney. A herd 
of goats lay in a moon-washed huddle nearby.
 Cait followed Daracha into the house and had to re-
strain herself from collapsing into a chair by the glowing 
hearth. Bundles of herbs and grasses hung from the ceiling. A 
cabinet of dishes stood nestled between the hearth and a table 
strewn with bottles, little boxes, and other utensils. A large bed 
sat in the opposite corner. Daracha nudged Cait into a chair and 
she adjusted the baby into her lap.
 “Does he still need bathed?” Daracha asked, stooping 
over the hearth and stirring something in a pot suspended over 
the fire. 
 “Aye,” Cait said. 
 Daracha left the hut and returned with a bucket of 
water. In seconds, she had shoved a bowl of steaming stew into 
Cait’s hands. Cait gobbled it down, not caring that it burned her 
mouth. She minded after all when Daracha gave her hard bread 
crust and her mouth was too raw to chew it.
 “Ye shoulna eaten so fast, but I expect ye were hungry.”
 “I was. I think . . . I think the baby will be hungry too, 
but I dinna know what to give him as I’ve no milk.”
 Daracha nodded. She grabbed a wooden bowl and left 
the cabin. Her absence left the house in an unruly, animate soli-
tude that caused Cait to shrink closer to the warm hearth. She 
hastily turned her attention to the baby, pulling back the blan-
ket to see his pudgy green face. He was asleep. Exhausted, Cait 
knew, but alive. His breath came in faint drones, like the wheeze 
of muffled bagpipes on a wet wind. 
 The realization slowly dawned on Cait. She was alone 
with a motherless baby. She was motherless. She was alone. 
She and he were all that was left. Cait raised a finger and gently 
touched his face. Skin soft as moss. Green as moss. Maybe she 
was a witch. She’d acted out of spite and fury. She’d stolen this 
baby. She’d left her dying mother without saying goodbye. Yet, 
she loved this thing in her arms, this green child. Witches could 
not love, could they?
 Daracha returned with a bowl full of milk. 
 “Don’t wake him yet. He’ll be up and screamin’ for a bit 
soon.” She set the bowl next to the fire to keep it warm, then 
dropped into a chair and stared at Cait. 
 Cait stared back.
 “Thanks,” she said.
 “I couldn’t leave ye, could I?” Daracha grunted, “Not 
with the child and the men after ye. Where are ye from?”
 “Near where ye found me. Inverness is a few miles 
away.”
 “That’s not your child,” she said, lifting a twisted finger 
to point at the baby sleeping in Cait’s arms.
 “My mother’s.”
 “Thought so. Well, and where is she?”
 Cait shook her head.
 Daracha nodded. “Well, that’s life.”
 A few moments passed in which Cait stared into the 
fire, ashamed and angry that the tears seemed determined to 
spill out of her.  
 “He isn’t a changeling,” she said finally, glad to hear a 
steady voice from her numb lips.
 “They never are.”
 “But he is green.”
 “We’ll, there’d have to be somethin’ about him that 
wasn’t right. He’s a boy baby. Can I see him?”
 Cait handed over the bundle and Daracha let out a low 
whistle. “Green as spring in a basket.”
 “Is he sick or just . . . like that?”
 “Aye, he’s a bit sick, I’ve seen it before.”
 “What can we do for him?”
 “Ye can’t do anythin’, especially in the state you’re in. 
Why don’t ye rest and I’ll care for the wee bairn.”
 “I can’t do that,” Cait said, getting to her feet despite the 
heaviness in her eyes and pain in her feet. 




 “He doesn’t have one yet.”
 “Well, ye brood on that while I fix him up.”
 “I’ll watch.”
 Daracha grunted. Cait joined Daracha at the table where 
she lay the baby down and started rummaging in the cabinet. 
Cait was surprised when Daracha pulled out a carrot.
 “What’re ye goin’ to do with that?”
 “Boil it in the milk,” she said, grabbing a small metal 
instrument with tiny holes in it. “It’ll do fine.”
 She rubbed the carrot across the holes, peeling off little 
scraps of bright orange. She then scooped the bits into a kettle 
and poured the milk in after.
 “Why carrots?”
 Daracha let out a laugh so rough and cracked that it 
sounded as if it must have risen from very deep down and lost 
vitality on the journey up. “Why anythin’?” she asked.
 She hung the kettle over the fire so the juice would cook 
into the milk.
 “Will he drink it?” Cait asked. 
 “Aye, he should, though babes like him don’t like to eat 
much for their first few weeks. You’ll have to work with him. 
Now, will ye sleep? I can bathe him.”
 “No, I want to.”
 Cait gently removed the blanket in the creases of which 
dried stains stuck like spider webs. Her brother’s tiny green 
body was cloaked in blood. With trembling fingers, Cait si-
phoned off that which her mother had left behind. She scraped 
the redness into her fingernails, relishing the gritty texture, and 
lowered the baby into the bucket of warm water. As his body 
submerged, his yellow eyes opened in surprise. Cait kissed his 
nose and said that everything would be all right, that she would 
always take care of him. Daracha hovered near the table, but 
Cait ignored her until she was offered a clean blanket to wrap 
him in. 
 Cait fell asleep on the rug next to the hearth, her brother 
tucked neatly against her chest. The next morning, she awoke 
to find his eyes already open. He must have been hungry, but 
he didn’t cry. Cait retrieved the kettle of milk, scooped out the 
carrot bits, and set the baby in her lap. She dipped a cloth into 
the kettle and nudged it close to the baby’s mouth. He looked at 
it, then back at Cait.
 “Do ye no’ want to eat at all?”
 “I told ye he wouldna feed without strong encourage-
ment,” Daracha said, stomping into the house and setting three 
brown eggs on the table. “Make him.”
 Cait dipped the cloth back into the kettle and brought 
it to the baby’s mouth, sticking a finger between his supple lips 
to make them open. Reluctantly, he swallowed a few drops. She 
continued to pester him until nearly half the kettle was gone, 
then joined Daracha to eat a breakfast of boiled eggs and bread.
 The baby sat still as a rock, ravenous yellow eyes survey-
ing them as they ate.
 “I don’t think I’m a witch,” Cait said.
 “Is that so?”
 “Aye.”
 Daracha gave the baby a wink and energetic nod. “Well, 
I suppose that’s good news, eh?”
 “I’ve named him,” Cait said.
 “And?”
 “Donald,” Cait said, feeling the warmth of the name for 
the first time.
 “Like MacDonald, then?” Daracha said, raising an eye-
brow.
 “Aye. He watches us, acts as if he rules the whole world.”
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